
As a MechWarrior of the Nova Cat Clan, with the martial 
abilities, codex, and Bloodname to prove her elite status, 
people meeting Susan Drummond for the first time are often 
surprised by her distinctly un-Clanlike appearance. Between 
her sunken eyes, perpetual frown, pale skin tone, and 
slight build, she seems to pose little physical threat, 
but many warriors — Clan and Spheroid alike — have fallen in 
battle against her for making just such an assessment.
  What also makes Drummond an atypical example of a 
Clan warrior are her preference for defensive tactics in 
combat and her willingness to sacrifice a victory to save 

more of her troops. Assigned to a medium-weight 
Legionnaire in an Omicron Cluster support Star, 
she uses its high maneuverability not to obtain an ideal 
firing position, but to move herself into a better position 
to cover her comrades. Often seen running interference 
for a slower or less armored warrior, Drummond tends to 
fire only defensively until she feels the moment is right 
for a full strike. This behavior — even in the face of 
countermanding orders — has earned her the dubious nickname 
of “Mother Hen” among the warriors of Omicron Galaxy.
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Commentary
House Davion’s answer to the Lyran’s medium 
Blitzkrieg design, the Legionnaire is a fast, well armored 
medium ’Mech built around a single weapon system. Originally 
designed with a single rotary autocannon slaved to a 
sophisticated targeting computer, the Legionnaire became 
known for its deadly accuracy after its production began 
during the Word of Blake Jihad. The export version, produced 
for sale to The Republic after the war, swaps the rotary 
cannon in favor of a less sophisticated variety, but retains 
the same targeting capabilities for increased accuracy.
  FS554-21R was one such export version, sold by the 
Federated Suns to The Republic just after its formation, and 
ended up in Spirit Cat hands shortly after the collapse of 
the HPG network. As if acknowledging her own preference for 
defensive tactics, Susan Drummond, its current pilot, has 
named this ’Mech “Shield of Omicron.”

MECH: LEGIONNAIRE
Serial Number: FS554-21R
Mass: 50 tons
Chassis: 2A Type 15 
  Endo-Steel
Power Plant: Magna 350XL
Cruising Speed: 76 kph
Maximum Speed: 119 kph
Jump Jets: None
Armor: Starguard II
Armament:
1 Mydron Model B 
  Autocannon/10
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